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Sony STH32 mobile headset (1308-5121)
1.2m, IPX57, 3.5mm, 9.2mm, 20Hz &#8211; 20000Hz
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 29.30 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 6.15 €

Product details:
Product code: 1308-5121
EAN: 7311271587071
Manufacturer: Sony

35.45 €
* VAT included
Take your soundtrack anywhere
Immerse yourself in superb stereo sound, even when you're caught in a shower or breaking a sweat. With resilient
water resistance and dust protection, the Stereo Headset STH32 is proven to withstand any weather.
Effortless hands-free control
Thanks to the inline remote and microphone, you can easily manage your calls, music and volume with just the press of
a button. And if you need more, a long press summons Google Now or Siri for instant voice activation.
A treat for the eyes and ears
Standout design
The headset's four bold colours are made to match the latest Xperia smartphones, while still being stylish enough to suit
any device. And because they're ergonomically shaped to fit your ears, they're comfortable all day long too.
Main specifications:

Design
Headset type:
Wearing style:
Product colour:

Binaural
In-ear
Black

Performance
Operating keys:

Play/pause,Track

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology:
3.5 mm connector:
2.5 mm connector:
USB connectivity:
Bluetooth:
Cable length:

Wired
Y
N
N
N
1.2 m

Headphones
Ear coupling:
Headphone frequency:
Impedance:
Driver unit:

Intraaural
20 - 20000 Hz
18 &#937;
9.2 mm

Weight & dimensions
Weight:

15.3 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

